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Evergreen tree care reviews
Star ScoreStarScore uses a sophisticated algorithm that takes into account the company's insight ratings, sensitivity, reputation and betrayal. Additional information. This is the average estimate based on homeowner reviews. It shows how long it's been since the last inspection. Low reputation means that there has been an overview of tampering or a company application to
remove the review. This score is also affected if we do not have enough information, ie: a small number of comments. How well the company responds to the Service Requests and Reviews.Reviews rating (in the last 12 months)The best 2020winner Tree Service review in Toronto 20 days ago our house had two giant bush-like trees in front, one with a yew tree and the other a
juniper. It was really weird and unbalanced, so we took Mike about removing the yew tree and replacing it with a tree that grows bigger, provide shade, and be an appropriate area. Mike was super knowledgeable (we didn't really know what kind of plants we had before he visited) and helped us identify what would be a good native tree to match our house, street and needs. He had
clear deadlines and process, as well as how to make sure the tree creates. Now we have a beautiful Freeman maple in front of our house and we couldn't be happier. 1 out of 2 people found this review helpful? Yes No Company ResponseThank you for this! Maple adds such a nice drop of drop color and is the perfect tree for your space! Two days ago, the team removed a large
tree from a steep slope in our backyard. Appeared on time, finished working safely and about the plan and tidy up brilliantly when they were finished. 8.0 Very Good 11 reviews Was this review helpful? Yes No Company ResponseThank Kevin. It was a fun job and an interesting puzzle to solve! So glad we could help you with this removal – take care of it! A Tree Service review in
Toronto about 2 months ago mike and his partners recently removed the long Spruce from our backyard in very dense quarters, just a few feet from the house and overhanging in a neighbor's yard - a hot tub, paving and Bell wires right underneath. They did stellar work and showed their professionalism in every aspect of the work. Mike's quote and the arborist report led directly to
us to get the necessary clearance as soon as possible. They arrived when they said they were going, made sure not to damage the garden and clean later. They were polite to their neighbors, went to work without yelling at the roofers and dealt with the situation in the usual city parking lot. And all at a very reasonable price. I recommend them 100%. 1 in 1 people found this
review useful. 1 out of 2 people found this review helpful? Yes No Company ResponseThank you out! You were a great host and we appreciate your business. 2 months ago Mike and his team did an amazing job with our 3 mature trees. The trees now look healthy and ready in winter. Mike is very aware and he told us exactly what we need; He try to up-sell at all. We'll definitely
use them again. 8.0 Very Good 11 reviews Was this review helpful? Yes No Company ResponseThank you for the review! We hope to work with you again. Tree Service review in Toronto 4 months ago We had a tree butting our garage that had to be removed. Evergreen Tree Care did a good job of taking care of it. They were friendly, respect our neighbors, and had no trouble
working in the relatively narrow confines of our backyard. They are now my first call for tree-related problems. 1 out of 2 people found this review helpful? Yes No Company ResponseThanks David. We appreciate your review! 4 months ago Sean and the team were fantastic, I highly recommend them. We had trees removed downtown, and they found a way to make it affordable.
Quality work, well done. Thanks was this review was helpful? Yes No Company ResponseThank You Darren, it was a pleasure to work with you! Four months ago Mike is a true professional and honest man with a big kind heart. My remote-controlled plane got stuck in a big tree, and Mike amazed his arborist skills to get it down quickly. My son was so happy to get his plane back.
Mike's the real deal. 1 out of 2 people found this review helpful? Yes No Company ResponseHappy help! Mike really is the real deal. 4 months ago I highly recommend this company-they did a very good job at a very good price. They left the site completely clean, except for the fact that my dead tree is gone, you don't know they were here. Very friendly and professional. 1 out of 2
people found this review helpful? Yes No Company ResponseThank Robin! We're glad you're happy with our work. Take care of yourself! Tree Service review toronto 6 months ago Excellent service! The best arborists we've ever had; very sensitive to the surrounding garden and structures; pristine cleaning! 1 out of 2 people found this review helpful? yes, no company response
so kind Susan. Thank you very much! A Tree Service review in Toronto 6 months ago by Sean from Evergreen Tree Services was professional, knowledgeable and helpful. Cropped and trimmed our seedles and have useful tips for other trees in our yard. The work was done quickly and the cleaning was impeccable. I definitely have this company take care of our trees again next
year, and I'm happy to recommend them. 1 out of 2 people found this review helpful? Yes No Company ResponseThank you that you take the time to review our service bev! It was a pleasure working with you! Reviews on this page are subjective opinion by author and not HomeStars Inc. Evergreen tree care is a full-service tree care company that has over 8 years of experience
in the industry. We specialize in climbing the highest smallest trees in Toronto and GTA, safely and efficiently. We are a team of fully insured (liability &amp; WSIB), certified Arborists. Our goal is to ensure that we leave our customers happy and that they made the right decision to hire us. Our team team Arborists strive to provide high-quality tree care in line with current ISA
standards and modern arboriculture best practices. Whether it's tree removal, pruning, or new planting, Evergreen Tree Care can do it in a safe, efficient and respectful way. Your satisfaction is our priority and our goal is to provide a service we are proud of. We begin each work by providing a thorough consultation to understand your goals and how to achieve them safely and
effectively. Our team of arborists offer tree services in Toronto and GTA including, but not limited to, North York, Scarborough, Leslieville, Cabbagetown, Forest Hill and beaches. Call us for free quote today at 416-546-4889! CATEGORIESTree ServiceWEBSITE 2019S EMPLOYEES ARV3PAY METHODCash, Cheque, E-transfer, Credit card liability INSURANCEY wrote
contractYED TERMS OF WARRANTY Satisfaction Guaranteed company profile information is not moderated by HomeStars. Ask the contractor to check before hiring. A+ A+ Accredited Since: 04/1/2000Year long: 34Customer Reviews are not used in calculating BBB RatingOverview bbb rating July 27th we replied to Mr*******. He informed us of photos of the interruption of his
day with our gentleman solicitor, here's an email: Mr*******, I would like to apologize for your negative experience with one of my staffs Order Generators who came to his home and knocked on his door despite being posted no offers sign. I am in charge of the staff and i am addressing it with the individual. I'll add you to our official Don't Knock list. I also apologize if you asked to
be on the list before, but do not seem to make this list. The address I have for you is: **** **** ****** ****** *********** ***** ***** If it's wrong please let me know and I can add it correctly. Sincerely, John ******* Marketing Coach &amp;amp; Corporate Office Recruiter Unfortunately, the same gentleman arrived at Mr*******'s home again on August 2. Mr******* had informed all staff to
immediately take this house off all lists of any contact at all! However, he did not inform the solicitor who had visited the home. Mr******* was under the mis-conception that he was taken to another local. We have now informed ALL personnel company never to contact Mr******* at any point in the future! We apologized to Mr* ******. This is part of the email when we emailed when
we emailed once announced the visit: Scott I really apologize. I thought we had taken it out of the area and had his address added to the no knock list next time we were going to be on the field. I'm personally calling him right now. If I were in your situation, I'd be very upset, too. If there's anything I can do except that we don't you again please do not hesitate to ask. Sincerely,
Marketing Coach We certainly are never going to do any harm, disrespect or undue distress to the public. Those who do not wish to make any contact with the business community in this way will immediately put our Away approach lists and not contact a personal visit or phone call. We will never try to approach and, unfortunately, because of the circumstances, we have
caused distress, for which we apologise. Kathy Kemink, I can't tell you how pleased we are with the good work your team did yesterday. They were here at the right time, gave us a quick idea of what they were doing, worked mostly mad and left our property cleaner when they found it. Bill and I had more contact than the rest of the team, but they were all friendly and probably
knew what they were doing. We will definitely recommend Ever-Green to anyone who asks us for such a job. Our property seems to have improved overall with trees letting in more light and there are few if any of the dead branches show, and everything went without any problems. These guys even seemed to enjoy what they were doing!- DARREL FANTASTIC pruning and cleanup! Glenn, Dave and I are writing this letter to find out how impressed we are at your service. Your quick response to our call, your follow-up, and especially your knowledge, will make you a valuable asset to Ever-Green Tree Care... The team arrived on time on both occasions, their attention to detail is noticeable and appreciated. All the men were friendly, respectful, and
everyone worked hard to rhyme and pick up loose branches... Thank you guys! We're looking forward to an annual tree-trick visit from you, Glenn and your team. They were fast, polite and did exactly what I asked about how big it is to cut wood and where to put it. I'd use them again.- TAMARA Trees Look great! There were several trees pruned and a large hedge trimmed in
October. The arborist who came out was conscious and the crew threw some small bush-pruning freebies. Do you recommend to neighbors and friends.- katie I want to commend you and the team at Ever-Green Tree Care for your professionalism, courtesy and attention to detail. Bob and I watched as the crew cut down a very large tree in our front yard and the wind sailed
several more trees. The team not only did their job safely and professionally, but also seemed to enjoy their work and collaborate as a team. They informed us when they were doing the work, ensuring that they were working to our satisfaction. The team also left the yard clean and minimal damage to the yard. We have no hesitation in recommending your company to the
Canterwood Homeowners Association and our friends. It's been a pleasure to do business with you, and we'll definitely for you for further work.-riggs work.-riggs
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